Guest Introduction:
Rabbi Joy Levitt
Executive Director, The JCC in Manhattan

JCCs are at an important crossroads as we move into the 21st Century. Like so many institutions both within the Jewish community and in our larger world, JCCs must constantly renew and refresh our mission. Where once we were the “secular” alternative to synagogues and the accessible alternative to restricted athletic clubs, today we have an unprecedented opportunity to engage Jewish community in ways that both unite those earlier ideas and disrupt them.

The relevant issues around the secular/religious divide become less about belief and more about peoples’ powerful desire to connect with a tradition and culture that can help them live more meaningful lives and raise happy, healthy families. The focus on wellness in so many JCCs provides an extraordinary opportunity to respond to critical needs in our community around health within the context of a caring and compassionate community.

More importantly, because JCCs are where most Jews are, this is a moment to be bold, to do what the best of our institutions have always done, which is to listen deeply to the needs of our communities and create new ways to connect to the values we share.
Quick Glance: JCC Membership

Current Membership in Local JCC
(Jewish Households)

* JCC is not a full service facility.
** Includes households who are members of local and non-local JCCs.
Demographic Characteristics of JCC Members: Comparisons with Affiliated and Unaffiliated Jews in the United States  | Steven M. Cohen. Florence G. Heller-JCC Association (JCCA) Research Center, Apr 2006

| Age distributions among JCC Members, Otherwise Affiliated, Unaffiliated |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                  | Unaffiliated    | Affiliated, not JCC | JCC members    |
| Under 35        | 33.4%           | 25.4%            | 15.4%           | 27.9%           |
| 35-44           | 16.0%           | 14.5%            | 15.8%           | 15.5%           |
| 45-54           | 18.8%           | 22.9%            | 21.6%           | 20.5%           |
| 55-64           | 11.9%           | 13.6%            | 11.6%           | 12.3%           |
| 65-74           | 10.3%           | 11.6%            | 17.4%           | 11.9%           |
| 75+             | 9.6%            | 12.0%            | 18.2%           | 11.8%           |
| Total           | 100.0%          | 100.0%           | 100.0%          | 100.0%          |


NJPS Briefing Paper: Jewish Members of JCCs: Jewish Households and Individuals  | Steven M. Cohen. Florence G. Heller-JCC Association (JCCA) Research Center, Oct 2004

Demographic Characteristics of JCC Members- Comparisons with Affiliated and Unaffiliated Jews in the US  | Steven M. Cohen. Florence G. Heller-JCC Association (JCCA) Research Center, Apr 2004
Evolving JCC Missions

21st Century JCCs: Building Community in a Brave Pew World
Allan Finkelstein. eJewish Philanthropy, Mar 2014

“Just a gym?... The next time someone hurls that at your JCC... let them attend an opening ceremony of the JCC Maccabi Games® and ArtsFest®, which last year attracted more than 3,000 Jewish teens... Our day and overnight camps reach an astonishing 100,000 kids each year. These camps are values-based communities that instill a strong sense of identity into each camper and create enduring connections to their particular and the wider Jewish community.

Westside JCC is Where We Like to Be: A Partnership Model for the Future
Lauren S. Friedman. HUC-JIR Thesis, Apr 2011

Creating a New Vision for the Jewish Community Center  |  JCCA, № 99

A Jewish Philosophy for the JCC Movement - An Invitation to a Discussion on Jewish Peoplehood, Pluralism, Living, and Learning
Steven M. Cohen, Barry Chazan. JCCA, Jan 1999

The Meaningful Jewish Community Initiative
Steven M. Cohen, Leonard Fein, Sherry Israel. JCCs of Greater Boston, 1999

Toward a Definition of Tomorrow’s Jewish Community Center
Percy Abrams. JJCS, Dec 1982

Understanding the Jewish Community Center Marketplace: A Celebration of Volunteerism and the Voluntary Process  |  David Eskenazi. JJCS, Jun 94 № 5

The Purposes of the Jewish Community Center Movement: An Appraisal of their Operation  |  Carl Urbant. AJC, JPS, № 524
Engagement & Identity at JCCs

Jewish Content and Jewish Excitement at Manhattan’s JCC
Leonard Fein. Forward, 1997

The Role of the Jewish Community Center and Jewish Continuity
Bernard T. Rosen. JJCS, 1985

Forging Links: The Jewish Community Center Builds Jewish Community
Arthur Rotman. JCCA, May 1982

The Role of Jewish Community Center Camping: Programs in the Modification of Jewish Identity | Gerald B. Bubis, Lawrence E. Marks. JJCS, Sept 1973

Communal Unity - The Role of the Jewish Community Center
Jack Boeko. JJCS, 1973
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The Jewish Learning Presence in JCC Day Camps: The Current Reality & Realizing the Potential  |  Steven M. Cohen, Eitan Melchior. JCCA, Mar 2011

Mekorot: Jewish Sources for JCC Lay Leaders  
*Barry Chazan, Yehiel Poupko. JCCA, 1996*

What is Jewish Education in the JCC?  |  Barry Chazan. JCCA, 1994


Assessing the Jewish Educational Effectiveness of Jewish Community Centers -- The 1994 Survey  |  Steven M. Cohen, Barry Chazan. JCCA, 1995

Jewish Education and the Jewish Community Center  
*Barry Chazan, Mark Charendoff. JCCA, 1994*

Jewish Education Planning Guide  |  JCCA, 1994

Maximizing Jewish Educational Effectiveness of Jewish Community Centers  
*Morton L. Mandel. JCCA, Sept 1984*

How is the Preschool Doing in the Jewish Community Center?  
*Nancy Livingston. JJCS, Sept 1978*

The Role of the Y in Formal and Informal Jewish Education  
*Percy Abrams. JJCS, Summer 1967*
Putting Teens at the Center
Reuben Posner. eJewish Philanthropy, Mar 2014

Jewish Teenagers and their Engagement with JCCs | Steven M. Cohen, Lauren Blitzer. Florence G. Heller-JCC Association (JCCA) Research Center, Oct 2007

The JCC Teen Worker: A Model for Professional Practice
Jay Sweifach. JJCS, Jun 1998

Programming Jewish Values for Jewish Adolescents in Jewish Community Centers | Alvin I. Schiff. JJCS, 53

Dead Center
Joel Carp. JJCS, 1970

Study of Attitudes of Adolescents Attending Jewish Community Centers in New York | Victor D. Sanua. JJCS, 521

A Report on the Findings of a Study of Jewish Young Adults and the Jewish Community Center | Harvey Specht. JJCS, 520

Testing Teenage Attitudes and Interests: The Place of the Center in the Life of the Teenager | Emanuel Tropp. JJCS, 52
Religious Content

Shabbat, Shabbos and Saturday: Opening Doors at the JCC
Joy Levitt. Contact, Summer 2013


Shabbat and the Community Center: A Case Study in Decision Making
Joy Levitt. The Reconstructionist, 2001

Studying Torah with JCC Board of Governors
Eugene Korn. Sh’ma, 1998

Enhancing the Jewish Ambiance of Your JCC: A Resource Guide
Jane Perman, Ellen Singer. JCCA, 1992

Guide to Jewish Knowledge for the Center Professional
Barry Chazan, Yehiel E. Poupko. JCCA, 1992

The Jewishness of the Jewish Community Center: A Theory of Dissonance
Steven J. Rod. JJCS, Mar 1983

Shabbat Programs: Can We Tell the Difference?
Stephen L. Bayer. JJCS, Mar 1976

Orthodoxy and the Jewish Community Center
Charles S. Liebman. RCA, 1966

Toward the Measurement of Jewish Content in Jewish Community Center Practice | Melvin B. Mogulof. JJCS, #520
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Social Services at JCCs

**HIV/AIDS Education Outreach - A Guide for JCCs**
*Dara Winston. JCCA, 2007*

**Social Work Practice: Alive and Well in the JCC**
*Jay S. Sweifach. JJCS, 2004*

**A Jewish Community Center Addresses the Needs of the Visually Impaired Older Adult**
*Selma Sweetbaum. JJCS, 9542*

**Social Work and the Jewish Community Center**
*Charles S. Levy. JJCS, Sept 1976*

**On Getting It Together - In a Fairly Together Place: A Case for an Independent Treatment Center in the Jewish Community Center**
*Mel Goldstein. JJCS, Dec 1975*

**The Revolt Against Social Work in the Jewish Community Center**
*Nathan Kolodney. JJCS, 1974*

**Serving the A-Typical in a Traditional Setting**
*Herman L. Zimmerman. JJCS, 1973*

**Social Work Education and Jewish Communal Service and Jewish Community Centers: Time for a Change**
*Bernard Reisman. JJCS, 9530*

**The Drug Problem - A Community Center Experience**
*Sid L. Brail, Jack Boeko, Gerald Greenblatt, Don Scher. JJCS, 1970*
Arts & Culture in JCCs

The Arts and the Jewish Community Center: Transmitting Jewish Culture
S. Morton Altman. JJCS, Jun 1997

Jewish Survival and the Jewish Cultural Arts
Carl Urbont. JJCS, 1973

The Role of Music in Jewish Programming in Community Centers
Richard J. Neumann. JJCS, 1966

The Cultural Renaissance: A Challenge to the Center
Julian L. Greifer. JJCS, 1963

The Theatre as a Force in Jewish Community Life
Meyer Bass. JJCS, 1963

Sports & Fitness

A Health and Physical Educator in a Jewish Community Center Looks Back at the 70's and Ahead to the 80's | Ken Light. JJCS, Dec 85

Competitive Sports in Jewish Community Centers -- Problems and Possible Solutions | Hillel Ruskin. JJCS, Mar 53

The Physical Educator: a Jewish Community Center Professional
Emanuel Berlatsky. JJCS, 1957
JCCs & Israel

The Tri-Center Project--Two Years Later | Ezra Kopelowitz. Research Success Technologies, World Confederation of Jewish Community Centers, Jul 2010

Building Progressive Jewish Community in Israel: The Leo Baeck Education Center | Javier Simonovich. JJCS, № 5

Aliyah: A New Dimension in Center Programs and Services
Yitzchak Dekel. JJCS, Dec 1976

Some Preliminary Findings Concerning Community Centers in Israel
David Macarov, U. Yannai. JJCS, Jun 1975

The Israeli Community Center During the Yom Kippur War
David Macarov. JJCS, Jun 1975

The Yom Kippur War and the Jewish Community Center; Some Observations and Questions | Earl Yaillen. JJCS, Mar 9531

The Israeli Shaliach in the Jewish Community Center
Irwin Shaw. JJCS, 1968
Staff & Leadership

A Leader Among Leaders: Qualities of Effective Presidents of Jewish Community Centers | Steven M. Cohen, Lauren Blitzer. Mandel Center for Excellence in Leadership and Management, Aug 2007


The Role of Jewish Community Center Board Members in Fund Raising | Marvin Ciporen. JCCA, 1994

The Center Executive and the Problems of Leadership in a Society in Transition | Al Mintz. JJCS, 1969

New Perspectives on Staff Organization in the Jewish Community Center | Sanford Solender. JJCS, 1968

Jewish Community Center Manpower: Now and for the Decade Ahead | Alfred Dobrof. JJCS, 1968
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Innovative Membership Models
Barbara Weisbart, Paula Herzmark, Joel Dinkin, Dale Busch. JCCA, May 1997

A Guide to Long Range Planning in a Jewish Community Center
JCCA, 1991

A Statement on Professional Practice in the Jewish Community Center
David Dubin. JCCA, 1990

Ethical Dilemmas in the Jewish Community Center
David Dubin. JJCS, 1987

Resolving Ethical Dilemmas in the Jewish Community Center
Norman Linzer. JJCS, 1987
JCCs & Other Organizations

The Questions That Challenge Us and the Community That Binds Us: The JCC in Manhattan and UJA-Federation | Joy D. Levitt. JJCS, 2010

JCC and Synagogue: Creating American Jewish Community
Riv-Ellen Prell. JCCA, Oct 1998

Comment: Jewish Community Center-Federation Relations: New Directions in a Changing Environment | Barry Shrage, Stephen H. Hoffman. JJCS, 0542

Is the Y Becoming an Alternative to the Synagogue?
Carl Urbont. JJCS, Dec 1978

The Jewish Community Center and the United Way: The Case for the Sectarian Agency | David Eskenazi. JJCS, 053#

The Jewish Community Center as an Arm of the Organized Jewish Community
Herbert Millman. JJCS, 1965

The Synagogue and The “Y”
Isaac N. Trainin. JJCS, 1962

Synagogue and Center Relations
Morris Levin, Samuel Levine, Abe Vinic. JJCS, Jun 1951

The Relation of Jewish Centers to Jewish Federations and Community Chests
Charles S. Bernheimer. JJCS, Jun 1925
Predecessors

Settlement Work Among Jews
Moses J. Gries. Conference of Jewish Charities in the United States, May 1902

The Moral Influence of the Settlement | R. Rypins. Conference... May 05 N0

Work of the Y.M.H.A. of New York | Falk Younker. Conference... May 05 08

Settlement Work in Columbus

The Jewish Settlement | Bulletin... Jul 05 00

Settlement in Small Southern Communities
Miriam Blaustein Norfolk. Bulletin... Aug 1914

The Settlement Kindergarten and the Home | Rachel S. Nathan. Bulletin... 1914

Y.M.H.A. in Dayton | David Goldzwig. Bulletin... Dec 05 00

The "Jewish Settlement" Again | Walter L. Solomon. Bulletin... Mar 05 01

What Should be the Attitude of a Jewish Settlement Toward Nationalism and Allied Jewish Questions? | I. Edwin Goldwasser. Bulletin... Jul 05 01

Savannah's New Settlement | Isidore Kados. Bulletin... Sept 05 01

The Settlement as a Social Laboratory | Walter Leo Solomon. Bulletin... 05 01

A Settlement Diary | Isaac Aaronson. Bulletin... Jan 05 01
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A speech delivered at the laying of the cornerstone of the Jewish Community Center Building, Washington, D.C., May 3, 1925

“The institution for which we are today dedicating this splendid home, is not a charity to minister to the body, but rather to the soul. The 14,000 Jews who live in this capital city have passed, under the favoring auspices of American institutions, beyond the need for any other benevolence. They are planting here a home for community service; fixing a center from which shall go forth the radiations of united effort for advancement in culture, in education, in social opportunity. Here will be the seat of organized influence for the preservation and dissemination of all that is best and most useful, of all that is leading and enlightening, in the culture and philosophy of this ‘peculiar people’ who have so greatly given to the advancement of humanity.”
Learn more...

Jewish Community Centers (JCCs)
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